
Introduction

Carl Graham Fisher was one of the most imaginative, energetic, and 
versatile entrepreneurs of the early twentieth century. Always fascinated 
by new technology, he helped pioneer development of products ranging 
from the first truly satisfactory automobile headlights to diesel engines. 
He was most captivated by things that moved fast, including bicycles, 
racing cars, power boats, and airplanes. Fisher was a major figure in pro-
moting the  bicycle and its recreational use, racing them himself and 
selling and servicing them. As a youth, Carl enthusiastically supported 
the Good Roads Movement.
 Early in the new century Fisher turned his attention to automobiles. 
In his mid-thirties, he and several partners built the Indianapolis Motor 
Speedway, and in the years before large-scale public funding he spear-
headed the drive to build privately funded highways across the United 
States. Although he was an avid balloonist, Fisher remained on the fring-
es of aviation; nevertheless, he anticipated transatlantic flights almost a 
decade before Charles Lindbergh’s feat and hoped to participate in the 
first effort to fly the Atlantic. Although his primary attention was focused 
elsewhere, Fisher envisioned air passenger service between the United 



       

States and Central and South America. As historian David Mc Cul lough 
pithily observed, “Carl Fisher made a career of betting on the future.”1

 His interest in automobile testing and development, automobile head-
lights, aviation, diesel engines, and myriad other projects led to Carl Fish-
er’s involvement in an impressive array of technological innovations in 
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. He loved to tinker and 
provide encouragement and occasional advice to engineers, but he was 
not an inspired scientist or inventor like Thomas A. Edison or Charles 
F. Kettering. Even during his heyday in the mid-1920s, Fisher had only 
vague ideas about his net worth. He was almost completely out of his 
element in the world of high finance; stock offerings and bonds never 
caught his interest. Fisher barely tolerated lawyers and accountants; their 
concerns were beyond, or at least outside of, his ken, and he paid atten-
tion to them only under duress. While he may have admired William C. 
Durant and Alfred Sloan, whose genius was demonstrated at least in part 
in their development of new business systems, Fisher did not operate in 
their orbit. Rather, Fisher relied on gut instinct; even when he was at the 
peak of his influence, some of his business practices appeared ludicrously 
old-fashioned, on occasion almost willfully self-destructive.
 Fisher was best known to the American public as a promoter of va-
cation retreats. He loved his work, and it was invariably difficult to dis-
tinguish between his work and his play. He and a few associates literally 
created Miami Beach, dredging it out of coral reef and sand. Fisher was 
one of the key figures in the spectacular Florida land boom of the early 
1920s. Always the speculator, constantly anticipating that the next project 
would be his biggest yet, Fisher created a gaudy but inherently shaky 
financial empire that collapsed in the late 1920s because of losses caused 
by the Florida hurricane of 1926 and reckless overextension at a prospec-
tive new development at Montauk, Long Island. Although not fully aware 
of it at the time, Fisher was finished as a force in American enterprise even 
before the stock market crash in October 1929. Although Fisher lost his 
fortune, he lived for another decade, promoting one project after another 
until the very end.
 How can we gauge Carl Fisher’s ultimate impact on America? It isn’t 
certain that any answer would interest Fisher himself. He was a doer,  



    

not a thinker or philosopher: one of the nation’s greatest promoters, a 
latter-day Phineas T. Barnum. His extensive correspondence and busi-
ness records contain little or no personal reflection, let alone a summing 
up of his business career. Had he done so, he might have observed that, 
essentially, he tried to make sport, recreation, and relaxation accessible  
to the quickly emerging, increasingly affluent members of the nation’s 
middle and upper-middle classes. This theme dominated his entrepre-
neurial career from his days as a “butcher boy” selling magazines and 
newspapers on passenger trains in Indiana in the 1880s to his final years 
promoting small-scale tourist attractions in Florida half a century later. 
As a teenager, Fisher sold and serviced bicycles, which offered a new 
form of exercise and direct access to relaxation in bucolic settings. Fish-
er briefly entered the automobile manufacturing derby; significantly, his 
more popular model was a two-seater, which was sporty rather than util-
itarian. Fisher made his first sizable fortune in manufacturing carbide 
gas headlights. Night driving would enable families to make longer trips  
and plan more ambitious automobile touring vacations. The Indianapolis 
Motor Speedway served a practical purpose in facilitating testing auto-
mobile design, yet it was far better known by the general public for pro-
viding compelling entertainment. Fisher presented a vision of privately 
financed trans-American highways to Detroit’s automobile aristocracy, 
parts manufacturers, and road contractors. Although both the Lincoln 
and Dixie Highways ultimately proved functional in permitting long- 
distance hauling, Fisher essentially “sold” them as national treasures, 
which would vastly expand vacation opportunities for America’s increas-
ing numbers of motoring families. Fisher’s ambitious real estate ventures 
in Miami Beach and Montauk were vacation meccas pure and simple. 
Throughout his career, Fisher constantly brought the art of promotion 
to new levels, even if he sometimes offended self-appointed arbiters of 
good taste.
 Throughout his life, Fisher seldom looked backward. Once he com-
pleted a project, he wasn’t much interested in it. He was far too ambitious, 
energetic, and curious to spend much time contemplating past achieve-
ments. Some of his critics dwelled on his love of a glass of good Scotch, 
but until very near the end of his life, Fisher’s preferred elixir was his next 



       

big project, the challenge which “wiser” heads insisted could not be over-
come. In his waning years, with his fortune gone, he claimed that he had 
few regrets; certainly he refused to agonize over past mistakes. For his 
first six decades, this attitude had served him well. He exuded confidence 
and optimism; he swept up those surrounding him with his boundless 
enthusiasm. Fisher possessed a radiant, magnetic personality. He detested 
being alone, at least until late at night, when he often retreated to his bed-
room to enjoy a good book. His friends and associates recalled his ability 
to mesmerize his listeners as he formulated his dreams of the future. Fish-
er was constantly surrounded by friends and cronies. During the peak 
of his career, as he helped mastermind the fabulous Florida land boom 
of the 1920s, he entertained dozens of guests at his sumptuous home in 
Miami Beach on an almost nightly basis. Fisher exuded bonhomie. Not 
surprisingly, when he was out in public the media often surrounded him, 
and he was usually affable with reporters. He could be both eloquent 
and expansive when discussing the present or the future. His vision was 
breathtaking, his enthusiasm infectious.
 When asked about the past, however, Fisher frequently displayed im-
patience, often responding abruptly. When reporters inquired about his 
family, he provided curt replies that were often evasive and inconsistent. 
Sensitive observers might have noted a tightening of his jaw, a furtive 
glance away, a flicker of sadness in his eyes. Although he occasionally 
mouthed conventional bromides about home and hearth, Fisher ap-
peared evasive, even nervous on the rare occasions when he talked about 
his roots.
 Fisher was a notoriously sloppy record keeper; he left behind frag-
mented information about even his most successful enterprises and very 
little about his family tree. One should not assume he had an unhappy 
introduction to the world based on the paucity of documentation of his 
past. But there are numerous hints suggesting an emotionally barren up-
bringing. His father left the family when Fisher was a child; if young Carl 
experienced any carefree period in his formative years, it must have been 
exceedingly fleeting. When he was in his early twenties he learned of the 
death of a brother weeks after the event, through an infrequent letter 
from his mother. Limited evidence suggests strongly that after his first 



    

significant financial success, perhaps even earlier, Carl detached himself 
both physically and emotionally from his nuclear family. Once he became 
rich and famous, after he had masterminded much of the early develop-
ment of Miami Beach, reporters suggested that Carl Fisher had taught 
Americans how to play. Fisher made the world of adult play his career. 
Perhaps this was partial compensation for a lost childhood.




